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Cosmic	abundances	of	the	elements	
Big Bang 

Main	reac8ons	of	primordial	
nucleosynthesis:		

Very	successful	theory	(but	7Li)	
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Stellar	nucleosynthesis	

Structure of a pre-
supernova in “onion shells” 

Dissemination of newly-
synthesized material 

Explosive 
nucleosynthesis 

• 1919 	First	ar2ficial	transmuta2on:	14N	+	4He	→	17O	+	p	
	(Rutherford	&	BlackeS;	see	Waely’s	talk)	

• 1919 	J.	Perrin	then	A.	Eddington	suggest	that	the	
	energy	of	the	stars	results	from	nuclear	fusion	

• 1957 	First	overview	of	the	nucleosynthesis	processes	
	(Burbidge,	Burbidge,	Fowler	&	Hoyle;	+	Cameron)	
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Major	achievement	of	the	20th	century	

		 •  Tanks	to	stellar	evolu8on	theory,	galaxy	
chemical	evolu8on	models	and	nuclear	
physics	experiments	and	theory,	

•  a]er	centuries	of	research	(e.g.	Anaxagoras	
500-428	B.C.),	the	origin	of	the	elements	is	
finally	understood	in	broad	outline	

Prantzos (2008) 
15N Note: 16O/50V ~ 2 x 107 ! 

Model of Galaxy chemical evolution  

• Abundances	in	the	solar	system	(formed	
∼ 9	Gy	a]er	the	Milky	Way)	from	12C	to	
68Zn	are	reproduced	within	a	factor	of	2	

•  Some	issues,	e.g.	15N	produced	in	novae?	
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Nucleosynthesis	beyond	the	Fe	peak	

Neutron capture reactions 
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Mass	number	A	

•  S	process	(slow):	Nn ~ 107	→	1011	cm-3;	massive	stars	(M > 13 M!),	AGB	stars		

• R	process	(rapid):	Nn >	1022	cm-3;	explosive	environment(s)	?	

• Remarkable	peaks	
in	the	abundance	
curve	beyond	Fe,	
corresponding	to	
neutron	shell	
closure	at								
N=50	(88Sr)					
N=82	(138Ba)	
N=126	(208Pb)		

• Double	peaks	
⇒  two	n-capture	

processes			
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Site(s)	of	r-process	nucleosynthesis	An alternative r-process scenario: the decompression of NS matter
(initial conditions: high-density matter)
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i. Nucleosynthesis	in	the	ν-driven	wind	of	
core-collapse	supernovae?	

ii. Decompression	of	neutron-rich	maSer	in	
the	mergers	of	2	neutron	stars	(or	NS-BH)?		

ii.  confirmed	with	GW170817	(LIGO	&	Virgo)	and			
the	associated	kilonova	powered	by	r-radioac2vites	

or/
and?	

R-process  in supernovae 
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opacities of around κ =  10 cm2 g−1 would be likely4,20. In Fig. 3 we 
show the best fits forcing κ =  10 cm2 g−1. No model with such a high 
opacity is able to fit all of the data points well, but it can fit the later data 
points. In these high-opacity models all observations are still within the 
diffusion phase, but a steeper power law for energy input (β ≈  − 2) is 
favoured to produce the right emergent luminosity, no longer consistent 
with t−1.3. If our reconstructed bolometric light curve is accurate at all 
epochs, there is not much room for a second component at later times 
because the blue one cannot drop faster than the power source term. 
However, it is possible that two-component spectral energy distribu-
tion (SED) fitting would give different late-time bolometric estimates. 
Then a two-component model where the early light curve is produced 
by low-opacity ejecta (a wind component), and the later light curve is 

produced by high-opacity ejecta (dynamic ejecta) could also be possible.  
The early blue flux is unlikely to be from a relativistic jet26 and an after-
glow from the weak gamma ray signal that was detected7,8, owing to the 
rapid reddening and cooling and the X-ray non-detections.

The optical and near-infrared spectra support the ejecta being dom-
inated by the light r-process elements at least at early stages. We used 
the TARDIS code27 to construct simple models to guide interpretation 
of our spectra. The earliest spectrum (epoch + 1.4 d) we obtained from 
the New Technology Telescope (NTT, at La Silla, Chile) is fairly well 
parameterized by a blackbody of Teff =  5,200 K, and does not show the 
prominent spectral features (Ca, Mg or Si) usually detected in normal 
supernova spectra (see Extended Data Fig. 3). There are two broad and 
blended structures at 7,400 Å and 8,300 Å, respectively, which become 
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Figure 3 | Model bolometric light curve fits using the Arnett formalism. 
Mass (Mej), velocity (vej), opacity (κ) and a power-law slope for radioactive 
powering (β) are freely variable. Each of these parameters was allowed to 
vary to give the best fit (reduced χ2 (χred

2 ) are quoted). a, The blue solid line  
shows the best fit. The green dashed model also includes a thermalization 
efficiency19. The recovered power law (β =  − 1.0 to − 1.3) is close to the 
one predicted in kilonova radioactivity models (β =  − 1.2). b, Best fits 

when opacity is forced to κ =  10 cm2 g−1, to all data (blue solid line) and 
excluding the first three data points (green dashed line). In all models the 
maximum allowed velocity is 0.2c, which is also the preferred fit value.  
The errors are 1σ uncertainties on the data, while the later points after  
10 days are uncertain due to systematic effects. The full Markov chain 
Monte Carlo analysis and uncertainties are discussed in Methods.
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Figure 4 | Spectroscopic data and model fits. a, Spectroscopic data (black 
curves) from + 1.4 d to + 4.4 d after discovery, showing the fast evolution 
of the SED. The points are coeval UgrizJHK photometry. b, Comparison of 
the + 1.4 d spectrum with a TARDIS spectral model that includes Cs i and 
Te i (see text). Thin lines indicate the positions of spectral lines blueshifted 
by 0.2c, corresponding to the photospheric velocity of the model (the 

adopted blackbody continuum model is also shown for reference). c, 
The Xshooter spectrum at + 2.4 d also shows Cs i and Te i lines that 
are consistent with the broad features observed in the optical and near-
infrared (here, the lines are indicated at velocities of 0.13c and we include 
additional, longer-wavelength transitions to supplement those in b).

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Fate	of	massive	stars	
•  Collapse	due	to	an	endothermic	instability:	
photodesintegra2on	of	Fe-group	nuclei,	
electron	captures	in	a	degenerate	O-Ne-Mg	
core,	forma8on	of	electron-positron	pairs	

NS62CH17-Janka ARI 17 September 2012 11:7
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Figure 1
Stellar death regions with schematic stellar evolution tracks in the plane of central density (ρc) and central
temperature (Tc). Colored death regions are labeled by the instability process causing the collapse of the
stellar core, and the blue tracks are labeled by the corresponding rough birth-mass range of objects reaching
the different stages of central burning (red dashed lines). The yellow diagonal lines mark the beginning of
degeneracy (short-dashed line) and strong degeneracy (long-dashed line) of the electron plasma. Note that
realistic stellar tracks exhibit wiggles and loops when the ignition of the next burning stage is reached and the
stellar core adjusts to the new energy source (20).

2.1. Electron-Capture Supernovae
The lowest-mass progenitors of CCSNe develop oxygen-neon-magnesium (O-Ne-Mg) cores
through carbon (C) burning (21, 28, 29) but reach electron degeneracy before hydrostatic Ne
burning can be ignited. Due to the low reaction thresholds of Ne and Mg, the increasing electron
Fermi energy enables electron captures (Figure 1), triggering gravitational collapse and resulting
in an electron-capture SN (ECSN). Solar-metallicity stars3 with a mass of 9 to 9.25 M ⊙ are
estimated to have that fate (29), but the mass window is expected to shift and widen for lower
metallicities (30) and in binary systems with mass loss or transfer (31), so ECSNe could contribute
20–30% of all SNe (32, 33).

Because of the extremely steep density decline in a thin C-O shell (∼0.1 M ⊙ between approx-
imately 3 × 104 g cm−3 and 4 × 108 g cm−3) at the edge of the O-Ne core (Figure 2), these stars

3The metallicity Z is the total mass fraction of chemical elements heavier than He in the matter from which the star was
formed. The solar value has been determined to be 0.016.
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Janka (2012) 

Collapse p + e- " n + νe  

Shock stalled Shock revival Bounce 

?						?	

•  Bounce	of	the	infalling	material	when					
ρcent	->	2.3x1014	g/cm3	=	nuclear	density	

•  Outward-moving	shock	stalls	as	shock	
energy	dissipated	in	photodesintegra8on	

• Mechanisms	of	shock	reac2va2on?	
Hea8ng	by	neutrinos,	hydrodynamic	
instabili8es,	MHD+rota8on	mechanism...	

• Which	frac8on	of	stellar	collapses	do	not	
yield	a	supernova	explosion?	
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Thermonuclear	supernovae	
• What	we	know:	thermonuclear	explosion	of	a	carbon-oxygen	white	dwarf	in	a	
binary	system	accre8ng	mass	from	a	companion	star	

• Nature	of	the	companion?	Another	white	dwarf	or	a	normal	star?	
•  Igni2on?	Off-centre	?	At	the	surface?	
WD	near	the	Chandrasekhar	mass?			
He	flash	in	sub-Chandrasekhar	WD?		

•  Burning	front	propaga2on?	Sub-sonic	
deflagra8on	/	Supersonic	detona8on?		

Double degenerate                Single degenerate  
2 WDs 1 WD 

less56Ni. A strong ignition (that is, numerous, symmetrically distrib-
uted ‘sparks’) increases the amount of burning in the deflagration
phase during which the star expands and the density declines. This
reduces the 56Ni produced in the subsequent detonation wave. A
weak or asymmetrical ignition, on the other hand, gives little deflag-
ration burning and minimal pre-expansion, so that the detonation
synthesizes abundant 56Ni. For similar reasons, the 56Ni mass also
depended on the detonation criteria, as noted in previous one-
dimensional calculations18.

Given the range in 56Ni masses, the model peak luminosities vary
by a factor of three, (0.7–2.1)3 1043 erg s21; this spans the range of

normal type Ia supernovae, though does not reproduce the more
extreme and peculiar sub- and super-luminous events26. A substantial
amount of the dispersion in luminosities of type Ia supernovae may
therefore be the result of the stochastic and asymmetrical nature of the
explosion itself, apart from any variations in the properties of the
progenitor star. The r.m.s. dispersion in brightness depends on the
wavelength band considered, being 45% in the blue, 27% in the red,
and only 21% in the near-infrared (,1.25mm wavelength). This
reflects a self-regulating property of the radiative transfer—dimmer
models are relatively cooler, and so radiate a greater percentageof their
flux at longer wavelengths. The models thus confirm observational

Figure 1 | Chemical structure of the
ejected debris 100 s after ignition
for a subset of the explosion
models with different ignition and
detonation conditions. Blue,
intermediate-mass elements (that
is, silicon, sulphur, calcium); green,
stable iron-group elements
produced by electron capture; and
red, 56Ni. The 56Ni production
increases (left to right) for models
which undergo relatively more
burning in the detonation as
compared to the deflagration phase
of the explosion. The turbulent
inner regions reflect
Rayleigh–Taylor and other
instabilities that develop during the
initial deflagration phase of
burning. The subsequent
detonation wave enhances the 56Ni
production in the centre by burning
remaining pockets of fuel. The
lower-density outer layers of debris,
processed only by the detonation,
consist of smoothly distributed
intermediate-mass elements.
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Figure 2 | Synthetic multi-colour light curves
and spectra of a representative explosion model
compared to observations of a normal type Ia
supernova. a, The angle-averaged light curves of
model DFD_iso_06_dc2 (solid lines) show good
agreement with filtered observations of SN
20003du24 (filled circles) in wavelength bands
corresponding to the ultraviolet (U), optical (B,
V, R) and near-infrared (I). b, The synthetic
spectra of themodel (black lines) compare well to
observations of SN2003du (red lines) taken at
times marked in days relative to B-band light-
curve maximum. Over time, as the remnant
expands and thins, the spectral absorption
features reflect the chemical composition of
progressively deeper layers of debris, providing a
strong test of the predicted compositional
stratification of the model.

LETTERS NATURE |Vol 460 | 13 August 2009

870
 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved©2009

Strong deflagration 
Weak detonation 

Weak deflagration 
Strong detonation 

Si,	S,	Ca	

Fe-group	 56Ni	

Kasen et al. (2009) 

Chemical structure of the ejecta 100s s after ignition 
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Thermonuclear	SNe	as	standard	candles	

Taubenberger (2017)
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Figure 7 | The thermonuclear supernova zoo. Luminosity versus light-curve decline rate of normal SN Ia, extreme SN Ia, and the wide
variety of peculiar white dwarf supernovae. The error bars displayed are 1-� uncertainties. This figure is adapted from ref. 135.

8

SN Ia Zoo 

•  Phillips	rela2on:	brighter	SNe	(i.e.	more	
56Ni)	have	slower	declining	light	curves	
(higher	opacity	due	to	Fe-group	elements)	

⇒  Standard	candles	for	measuring	cosmic	
distances	

⇒  Accelerated	expansion	of	the	Universe	
due	to	dark	energy	(Nobel	Prize	2011	for			
S.	PerlmuSer,	B.	P.	Schmidt	&	A.	G.	Riess)	

•  But	diversity	of	Type	Ia	SNe	not	understood	

Phillips (1993) 

Reprocessed 
emission from 
56Ni decay 
 
56Co decay 
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o  What	is	(are)	the	astrophysical	site(s)	of	the	r	process	
(synthesis	of	about	1/3	of	the	stable	nuclei)?	

o  How	do	massive	stars	explode?	

o  What	are	the	progenitors	and	explosion	mechanism(s)	
of	thermonuclear	supernovae?	Can	we	use	them	for	
precision	cosmology?	

⇒  Gamma-ray	astronomy	in	the	MeV	range	

Some	open	ques2ons	
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14	Nuclear	spectroscopy	in	astronomy	

o  Nuclear	spectroscopy	independent	of	
ambient	thermodynamic	condi2ons		

o  Gamma-ray	line	produc2on	from:	
•  Radioac8vity	
•  Nuclear	collisions	
•  Positron	annihila8on	(511	keV)	
•  Neutron	capture	(2.2	MeV	from	n	+	H)	
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15	Astronomy	with	radioac2vi2es		

β+	&	EC	

β-	

α	

p	

n	

• Direct	view	of	the	central	engine!	
• More	than	3000	known	radioac8ve	nuclei	(NuDat)	
• But	only	234	significant	radioac8ve	γ-ray	emiSers						
(intensity	Iγ>1%)	with	half-life 	 	 	 												
T1/2	>	1	day	(escape	from	the	source)	and	 		 						
T1/2	<	107	years	(sufficient	ac8vity)	

• Abundant	nuclei:	23	radioisotopes	
with	Z	<	30	(Fe	peak):	7Be,	22Na,	26Al,	
47Ca,	46Sc,	47Sc,	48Sc,	44Ti,	48V,	51Cr,	
52Mn,	54Mn,	59Fe,	60Fe,	56Co,	57Co,	
58Co,	60Co,	56Ni,	57Ni,	67Cu,	65Zn,	72Zn		
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Table 1: Star-produced radioisotopes relevant to gamma-ray line astronomy

Isotope Production site Decay chain Half-life �-ray energy (keV)
and intensity

r-process Neutron star mergers � decay, ↵ decay ⇠ day ⇠ 0.1� 2 MeV
nuclei fission
7Be Novae 7Be

✏�! 7Li* 53.2 d 478 (0.10)
56Ni Type Ia SNe, Core-collapse SNe 56Ni

✏�! 56Co* 6.075 d 158 (0.99), 812 (0.86)

56Co
✏(0.81)�! 56Fe* 77.2 d 847 (1), 1238 (0.66)

57Ni Type Ia SNe, Core-collapse SNe 57Ni
✏(0.56)�! 57Co* 1.48 d 1378 (0.82)

57Co
✏�! 57Fe* 272 d 122 (0.86), 136 (0.11)

22Na Novae 22Na
�+(0.90)�! 22Ne* 2.60 y 1275 (1)

44Ti Core-collapse SNe, Type Ia SNe 44Ti
✏�! 44Sc* 60.0 y 68 (0.93), 78 (0.96)

44Sc
�+(0.94)�! 44Ca* 3.97 h 1157 (1)

26Al Core-collapse SNe, WR stars 26Al
�+(0.82)�! 26Mg* 7.2·105 y 1809 (1)

AGB stars, Novae

60Fe Core-collapse SNe 60Fe
��
�! 60Co* 2.6·106 y 59 (0.02)

60Co
��
�! 60Ni* 5.27 y 1173 (1), 1332 (1)

a Sites which are believed to produce observable �-ray line emission. Nova: classical nova; SNIa:
thermonuclear supernova (type Ia); CCSN: core-collapse supernova; WR: Wolf-Rayet star; AGB:
asymptotic giant branch star.
b ✏: orbital electron capture. When an isotope decays by a combination of ✏ and �+ emission, only
the most probable decay mode is given, with the corresponding fraction in parenthesis.
c Half-lifes of the isotopes decaying by ✏ are for the neutral atoms.
d Number of photons emitted in the �-ray line per radioactive decay.
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16	Astronomy	with	radioac2vi2es		
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Cas A Supernova Remnant  

NuSTAR (44Ti, blue) & Chandra 

Individual	sources	 Diffuse	γ-ray	emission	=>	sources	+	interstellar	medium		

26Al 1.8 MeV map 
CGRO-COMPTEL  

Cygnus region Galactic centre region 



•  Worst	covered	part	of	the	EM	spectrum	(only	a	few	tens	of	known	steady	sources	
so	far	between	0.5	and	30	MeV	vs.	5500+	sources	in	the	current	Fermi/LAT	catalog)	

•  Domain	of	nuclear	spectroscopy	
•  Many	objects	have	their	peak	emissivity	in	this	range	(GRBs,	blazars,	pulsars...)	

17	Gamma-ray	astronomy	in	the	MeV	domain	
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18	X-ray	sky	in	the	keV	range	
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The X-ray sky (~keV)

2 https://www.mpe.mpg.de/7461950/erass1-presskit 

SRG-eROSITA	



19	Gamma-ray	sky	>	1	GeV	
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The ɣ-ray sky >1GeV

3
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a010000/a011300/a011342/ NASA GSFC/Fermi-LAT collaboration

Fermi-LAT	



20	Gamma-ray	sky	in	1	-	30	MeV	
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4
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a010000/a011300/a011342/NASA GSFC/Fermi-LAT collaboration

The ɣ-ray sky (1-30 MeV)

https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/compton_ast COMPTEL team/MPE, 2006

CGRO-COMPTEL	



☹  Photon	interac8on	probability	
reaches	a	minimum	at	∼	10	MeV	

☹  Three	compe8ng	processes	of	
interac8on,	Compton	scaSering		
being	dominant	around	1	MeV									
⇒	complicated	event	reconstruc8on	

☺ The	MeV	range	is	the	domain	of	
nuclear	γ-ray	lines	(radioac8vity,	
nuclear	collision,	positron	
annihila8on,	neutron	capture)	

☹ Strong	instrumental	background	
from	ac8va8on	of	space-
irradiated	materials		
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22	Telescope	concepts	in	γ-ray	astronomy	The instrumental categories in nuclear astrophysics reflect our current 
perception of light itself.!
!

geometric optics!
absorption!

quantum optics!
incoherent scattering!

wave optics!
coherent scattering!

de
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ex. !coded masks!
! !"on-off" collimators!

ex. !Compton telescopes!
! !tracking chambers!

ex. !Laue lenses!
! !Fresnel lenses!

Instrument concepts in gamma-ray astronomy!

Ex:	INTEGRAL/SPI	and	IBIS	
☹ 	Background	+	ΔE	range	

Ex:	CGRO/COMPTEL	
☹ 	Limited	angular	resolu8on	

Ex:	CLAIRE	(IRAP)	
☹ 	Small	field-of-view	+	ΔE	range	
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23	Gamma-ray	mission	proposal	to	ESA	
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E 
(keV) 

FWHM 
(keV) Origin SPI sensitivity 

(ph cm-2 s-1) 

e-ASTROGAM 
sensitivity  

(ph cm-2 s-1) 

Improvement 
factor 

511 1.3 
Narrow line component of the 

e+/e- annihilation radiation from 
the Galactic center region 

5.2 × 10-5 4.1 × 10-6 13 

847 35 56Co line from thermonuclear SN 2.3 × 10-4 3.5 × 10-6 66 

1157 15 
44Ti line from core-collapse SN 

remnants 9.6 × 10-5 3.6 × 10-6 27 

1275 20 
22Na line from classical novae of 

the ONe type 1.1 × 10-4 3.8 × 10-6 29 

2223 20 Neutron capture line from 
accreting neutron stars 1.1 × 10-4 2.1 × 10-6 52 

4438 100 
12C line produced by low-energy 

Galactic cosmic-ray in the 
interstellar medium 

1.1 × 10-4 1.7 × 10-6 65 

 

Radiator 
Platform (Thales 
Alenia Space) 

Solar panel 

e-ASTROGAM	



•  e-ASTROGAM	collabora2on:	more	than	400	scien2sts	from	ins8tu8ons	in	29	countries	
•  Lead	proposer:	A.	De	Angelis	(INFN,	It.);	Co-lead	proposer:	V.T.	(CNRS,	Fr.)		
•  Instrument	paper:	Exp.	Astronomy	2017,	44,	25	-	hSps://arxiv.org/abs/1611.02232	
•  Science	White	Book	(245	authors;	216	pages),	see	hSps://arxiv.org/abs/1711.01265	

24	Science	with	a	new	gamma-ray	mission	
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©	NASA/AMEGO	Decadal	Survey	
(All-sky	Medium	Energy	Gamma-ray	Observatory)	

Mul8-messenger	
astrophysics	



25	

•  Nearest	thermonuclear	supernova	in	last	50	years,							
occurred	in	the	starburst	galaxy	M82	at	D = 3.5 Mpc	

•  INTEGRAL	detec8on	of	the	56Co	(T1/2=77	d)	γ-ray	lines													
⇒	synthesis	of	0.6	±	0.1	M!	of	56Ni	in	the	explosion	
(Churazov	et	al.	2014,	2015;	see	also	Diehl	et	al.	2015)	 		

•  Unexpected	detec8on	of	the	56Ni	(T1/2=6.1	d)	γ-ray	lines												
~ 20	d	a]er	the	explosion	(Diehl	et	al.	2014;	Isern	et	2016)											
⇒	Surface	explosion?	High-speed	plume	of	56Ni	(∼0.05	M!)?		

847 keV 
1238 keV 

	SN	2014J:	first	SN	Ia	detected	in	γ	rays	

SD delayed Det (W7) 
    WD-WD merger 
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•  For	events	like	SN	2014J,	e-ASTROGAM	
would	detect	very	small	amount	of	56Ni	
at	the	surface	(∼2x10-3	M!)	and	clearly	
iden8fy	the	explosion	mechanism	

•  e-ASTROGAM	should	detect	15	-	20	SN	Ia	
in	5	years	up	to	a	distance	of	∼	35	Mpc,	
thus	elucida8ng	the	nature	of	the	Phillips	
rela8on	for	precision	cosmology	

	Thermonuclear	SNe	with	e-ASTROGAM	
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SN2014J, day 70
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•  e-ASTROGAM	should	detect	the	56Ni	decay	chain	in	
rare	core-collapse	events	such	as	pair-instability	
supernovae	and	magnetar-powered	jet	explosions		

•  44Ti	expected	from	∼10	young	supernova	remnants				
⇒	unique	probe	of	the	explosion	mechanism		

•  NuSTAR’s	mapping	of	radioac8vity	in	Cas	A	SNR:	
explosion	asymmetries	probably	caused	by	low-mode	
convec2ve	instabili2es	(GrefensteSe	et	al.	2014,	2017)	

Radioac2vites	from	core-collapse	supernovae	

V.	Ta2scheff	 	 	 	 	RESANET	Scien2fic	Colloquium	Webinar 	 	 	 		December	14,	2020	

NuSTAR Chandra Chandra 
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•  ∼300	SN	remnants	have	been	iden8fied	in	the	Milky	Way,	4	being	less	than	500	years	
old:	3	SNe	Ia	(G1.9+0.3,	Kepler,	Tycho)	and	only	1	core-collapse	SN	(Cassiopea	A)	

•  CCSN	rate	(es8mated	from	26Al	mass,	2.8	±	0.8	M!):	∼2	per	century	=>	∼10	in	500	yrs	

• With	e-ASTROGAM,	missing	SN	remnants	(probably	hidden	in	highly	obscured	
clouds)	could	be	uncovered	by	their	44Ti	emission		

• Mass	of	44Ti	ejected	in	Cas	A	(only	Galac8c	SNR	detected	so	far):	(1.2	-	2)	×	10-4	M!		

•  Expected	44Ti	produc8on	in	CCSNe:	10-5	to	2	×	10-4	M!	

	Supernova	history	in	the	Milky	Way	
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Radio map (Murchison Widefield Array, 72 - 231 MHz)  
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29	Neutron	star	mergers	and	kilonovae	

•  GW170817	(LIGO	&	Virgo)	associated	with	the	short	GRB	170817A	(Fermi	and	INTEGRAL)	
&	the	op8cal/NIR	transient	AT2017gfo	=>	kilonova	(powered	by	radioac8vity	of	r-nuclei)	

•  e-ASTROGAM	would	detect	∼60	sGRB	per	year,	and	localize	them	to	within	∼2	square	
degrees	to	ini2ate	observa2ons	at	other	wavelengths	

•  Prompt	γ-ray	line	emission	from	a	kilonova	detectable	to	a	distance	of	~10	Mpc	

•  Delayed	γ-rays	(126Sn,	fission)	detectable	from	a	10-100	kyr	old	remnant	in	the	Galaxy																
	(see	Li	2019;	Wu	et	al.	2019;	Korobkin	et	al.	2020;	Wang	et	al.	2020...)	

Figure 1: Photometry of SSS17a compared to fitted kilonova models. A: UV to NIR pho-
tometry of SSS17a from 10.9 hours after the BNS merger to +18.5 days (11). Overplotted
are our best-fitting kilonova model in each band. B: Residuals (in magnitudes) between each
photometry measurement and our best-fitting model. C: The integrated luminosity of our best-
fitting kilonova model compared with the total integrated luminosity of SSS17a (11). We also
show the luminosity of the individual blue and red components of our kilonova model. D: The
derived temperature of our kilonova model compared with the temperature derived by fitting a
blackbody SED to each epoch (11).

14

Lanthanide-free            
(r-process up to 
the 2nd peak) 

Lanthanide-rich 
(heavy r-process) 

Figure 1: Photometry of SSS17a compared to fitted kilonova models. A: UV to NIR pho-
tometry of SSS17a from 10.9 hours after the BNS merger to +18.5 days (11). Overplotted
are our best-fitting kilonova model in each band. B: Residuals (in magnitudes) between each
photometry measurement and our best-fitting model. C: The integrated luminosity of our best-
fitting kilonova model compared with the total integrated luminosity of SSS17a (11). We also
show the luminosity of the individual blue and red components of our kilonova model. D: The
derived temperature of our kilonova model compared with the temperature derived by fitting a
blackbody SED to each epoch (11).
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GAMMA-RAYS FROM KILONOVA 13

Figure 8. Gamma-ray spectra of the outflows with moderate neutron richness for the period t ⇡ 10 - 100 kyr broadened with expansion
velocities 100 - 3000 km s-1. Left panel: outflow with Ye = 0.3; right column: neutron-poor outflow with Ye = 0.4. Mass of each outflow:
m = 0.01 M�. Distance to the source: D = 10 kpc. Dark- and light-shaded spectra are broadened to 1% and 10%, respectively, emulating
spectral sensitivity of the detector.

Table 4. Same as Table 3, Except with a 100 ky Observational Timescale.

Isotope T1/2 Mass Range [M�] Ancestor(s) T1/2 Ancestor Mass Range [M�] Line Energy [keV] Flux [ph s-1 cm-2]

243
95Am 7364 yr (1 – 10)⇥10-9 247

96Cm 15.6 My (4 – 40)⇥10-9 74.66 (3 – 30)⇥10-9

213
83Bi 45.59 minutes (7 – 70)⇥10-18 233

92U 159.2 ky (1 – 10)⇥10-8 440.45 (5 – 50)⇥10-10

214
83Bi 19.9 minutes (6 – 60)⇥10-18

609.32 (2 – 20)⇥10-9

230
90Th 75.4 ky (1 – 10)⇥10-8 1120.294 (5 – 60)⇥10-10

234
92U 245.5 ky (2 – 20)⇥10-8 1238.122 (2 – 20)⇥10-10

1764.491 (5 – 60)⇥10-10

239
93Np 2.36 days (1 – 10)⇥10-15

99.5232 (6 – 60)⇥10-10

243
95Am 7364 yr < 10-10 103.741 (6 – 60)⇥10-10

247
96Cm 15.6 My (2 – 20)⇥10-8 106.123 (6 – 60)⇥10-10

277.599 (6 – 70)⇥10-10

233
91Pa 26.98 days (3 – 30)⇥10-15 237

93Np 2.144 My (8 – 90)⇥10-8

300.129 (6 – 70)⇥10-11

311.904 (4 – 40)⇥10-10

340.476 (4 – 50)⇥10-11

214
82Pb 27.06 minutes (8 – 80)⇥10-18

230
90Th 75.4 ky (1 – 10)⇥10-8 241.995 (3 – 30)⇥10-10

234
92U 245.5 ky (2 – 20)⇥10-8 295.2228 (7 – 70)⇥10-10

351.9321 (1 – 10)⇥10-9

126
51Sb 12.35 days (.2 – 20)⇥10-14 126

50Sn 230 ky (.1 – 10)⇥10-7

414.7 (.1 – 10)⇥10-8

666.5 (.2 – 10)⇥10-8

695.0 (.2 – 10)⇥10-8

720.7 (.8 – 80)⇥10-9

126
50Sn 230 ky (.1 – 10)⇥10-7 K–T, Self

64.281 (.1 – 10)⇥10-9

86.938 (.1 – 10)⇥10-9

87.567 (.6 – 50)⇥10-9



30	Conclusions	
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Future	gamma-ray	space	observatory	can	shed	light	on	several	
important	ques8ons	for	nucleosynthesis:	
o  What	is	(are)	the	astrophysical	site(s)	of	the	r	process?	

o  How	do	massive	stars	explode?	
o  What	are	the	progenitors	and	explosion	mechanism(s)	of	

thermonuclear	supernovae	(cosmology)?	
o  What	is	the	contribu8on	of	novae	to	the	chemical	enrichment	of	

the	Milky	way?	
o  How	are	hot	stellar	ejecta	incorporated	into	the	cold	interstellar	

medium	(26Al,	60Fe)?	
o  What	is	the	origin	of	the	LiBeB-producing	low-energy	cosmic	rays?		
o  Where	do	the	positrons	that	annihilate	in	the	galac8c	bulge	come	

from?	


